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1.

Summary
Title
Polish company
offering its services
in processing of
steel and other
metals

2.

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

A Polish company
specialized in web
development,
software
development,
writing design
&multimedia is
offering its services
for subcontracting
activities.

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

A Polish company
BOPL201403 The Polish company was established They are a reliable
offering its services in 28003
in 2012. They are offering
company with modern
processing of steel and
comprehensive services in tin plate
machinery at their
other metals.
cutting and perforation, bending and disposal. Products made
cutting with the use of CNC machines, by the company are of
welding, milling, turning. Tin plate
high quality and are
types they are working with is S235, delivered and
S355 and INOX.
implemented on time.
The company has a qualified staff of
welders that can create building
constructions in full penetration
(production and processing).
They continuously modernize their
machinery and other technical
facilities in order to meet the needs of
the most demanding customer. They
are dynamic and open to the
challenges.
At this stage the company is offering
its services as a subcontractor.

Summary
Title

Advantages and
Innovations

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

A Polish company
BOPL201404 A Polish company specialized in the
specialized in the web 01004
web development (web design, web
development, software
programming, User Interface design,
development, writing
e-commerce), software development
design &multimedia is
(desktop applications, scripts &
offering its services for
utilities, software plug-ins, application
subcontracting
interface design), writing (website
activities.
content, copy writing), design
&multimedia (graphic design, logo
design, illustration, print design, audio
production, video production,
animation, 3D modelling), is offering
its services for subcontracting
activities.
The company works with their
partners as a creative and strategic
partner. Depending on the needs,
they produce aesthetic usable design,
clean semantic code or beautiful
inspiring videos.
At this stage the company is looking
for larger IT companies in need of
subcontracting activities, media, ecommerce, advertising agencies, web
developers etc.

Advantages and
Innovations
Provision of
comprehensive services technical solutions,
design, project execution,
technical expertises and
opinions. Highest
competence of staff.
Significant experience.

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

3.

Summary
Title
Polish producer of
the wooden
composite terrace
boards, fences and
elevations is
looking for
distributors.

4.

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

Polish producer of the BOPL201502 The company is a Polish producer of
wooden composite
16001
the wooden composite terrace
terrace boards, fences
boards, fences and elevations. They
and elevations wants
are interested in spreading their
to expand to new
distribution in export. Their system
markets therefore they
includes: boards, joists, masking
are looking for reliable
profiles and set installation.
partners for distribution
activities.

Summary
Title
Polish rubber
granulate producer
(for racetracks,
playgrounds and
artificial grass) is
looking for
distributors

Summary

Advantages and
Innovations

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

The greatest advantage of
composite decking system
offered is the lack of need
for maintenance and
impregnation, which in the
case of wood is expensive
and laborious. For the
production of boards they
use only selected, high
quality wood. By using
wood fibers customer can
enjoy the warmth and
aesthetics characteristic
for wooden planks.
Surface brushing ensures
a non-slip surface. Even
wet, boards remain safe in
use. Addition of biocides
protects the wood fiber
against biological
degradation due to
interference of fungi and
pests. The boards contain
calcium-zinc stabilizers additives that are lead-free
and do not expose the
user to the adverse health
effects caused by heavy
metals.
The decking system has
the highest, obtainable by
wood-plastc composites,
flammability class (Bfl-s1).
Due to high density

Details
Reference

Description

Polish SME from
BOPL201410 Polish SME from South-West of
South-West of Poland 09002
Poland a highly specialised
a highly specialised
manufacturer of rubber granulate manufacturer, is
made of rubber waste or discarded
seeking for distributors
products is looking for potential
in Central and Eastern
distributors among Central and
Europe, offering rubber
Eastern European countries. The
granulate (at various
product, rubber granulate (at various
sizes) to be used for
sizes/fractions) can be used for
creation of recreation
creation of various recreation areas
areas i.e. racetrack,
such as: racetracks, playgrounds or
playgrounds, tennis
tennis courts and paddocks. The
courts and paddocks.
rubber granulate is always the top
layer (solid) or might be used as a
powder to suport artificial grass.
(Please see the attached files).

Advantages and
Innovations
The production process of
rubber granulate is highly
specialised, require large
amounts of energy and it’s
time consuming but its
application allows to
recover the rubber. Hence
the company has
significant know-how
regarding the rubber
waste reclamation.

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

5.

Summary
Title
Polish low voltage
components
(capacitors)
producer seeking
distributors across
EU

6.

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

Medium sized
BOPL201410 Medium sized company from Southcompany from the
07002
West of Poland hiring about 130
South-West of Poland,
employees, producer of low voltage
producer of low
components for home and industrial
voltage components, is
use is seeking for distributors across
seeking for distributors
EU to expand its market range. The
across EU to expand
company produces about 4.5 million
its market range. The
capacitors per annum.
company would like to
offer its industrial
The company would like to offer its
capacitors available as
product, (electrical capacitors for
units for various use,
various electrical purposes, but also
but also ready to use
ready to use industrial cabinets
industrial cabinets
containing module capacitor banks
containing module
built according to requirements) to
capacitor banks built
potential partners interested in
according to
becoming distributors.
requirements. The
company would like to
Polish firm established in 2001 is a
cooperate with
proven contractor for all major
distributors across the
European and American electrical
entire EU.
companies capable to deliver quality
products according to international
standards.

Summary

Title
Producer of
compressor /
supercharger
spare parts is
looking for
distributors

7.

Private medical
clinic looking for
trade intermediary
partners offering
medical tourism

Details

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought
A medium sized
BOPL201407 Polish medium-sized company
Offered products are
All parts (kits) are
company from South- 15008
established in 2007 producer of
certified by the majority of produced upon high
West of Poland is
various types of gaskets and repair
producers of compressors, quality standards
seeking for distributors
kits for compressors, superchargers, superchargers as well as designed for Knorr/ agents across EU to
diesel turbines as well as inlet and
turbines for diesel
Bremse, Wabco,
expand its distribution
outlet manifolds is looking for
engines.
Magneti Marelli,
channels. The
distributors across EU to expand its
Holset, Mercedes,
company offers repair
distribution channels.
The use of company’s
Bosch, Clayton,
kits for majority of
products may provide
Holset, Borg Warner,
compressors,
The repair kits as well as the gaskets significant economic
Garret, Mitsubishi,
superchargers and
produced by the company are suitable benefits, in comparison to KKK, Toyota,
diesel turbines as well
for various types of vehicles i.e. cars, competitive products
Schwitzer as well as
as gaskets for inlet and
vans, trucks, busses as well as heavy available on the market.
CZ Strakonice and
outlet manifolds - used
duty machinery (construction,
WSK PZL Rzeszow
in cars, buses, trucks
agriculture and other sectors).
and various heavy duty
machinery.
Cooperation with this company will
concern distribution service
agreement.
Summary

Reference

Description

Summary
Title

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought
This company is a wellOffered capacitors
known brand on the local range: standard type
market but also in
three-phase 400Vneighbouring countries, it 50Hz, option 1. max
represents a wide range of 470V, option 2. max
low voltage components / 520V
products.
Conforms to
- The company hires 150 standards:
employees
- IEC/EN 60947-4-1
- IEC/EN 60947-5-1
- Delivers its products to
Ambient conditions
France, Germany,
Storage temperature: Sweden, etc.
50 °C to 80 °C
Operating
- Use of its products
temperature: – 25 °C
represent high economic to 55 °C (with no
value, for both quality and reduction)
price, especially in
Working altitude up to
comparison to competitive 3000 m: with no
products on the market.
change in
characteristics
Advantages and
Innovations

Summary

Advantages and
Innovations

Details
Reference

Description

A Polish private
BOPL201407 Private medical clinic is looking for
medical clinic from
16005
trade intermediary partners (who
South-West of Poland
would represent the clinic abroad)
(Wroclaw City area) is
also is offering subcontracting (costlooking for:
wise medical procedures) to the
European healthcare clinics and
1. trade intermediary
companies offering medical tourism
partners (commercial
services (subcontracting).
agency agreement),
2. would also like to
To make the treatment as enjoyable
offer itself for
and as less troubling as possible, the
subcontracting to the
clinic offers support to its patients,
European healthcare
providing them with following
clinics and companies
services:
offering medical
- pre and post procedure
tourism services
consultations
especially concerning
- booking plane tickets;
plastic and bariatric
- arranging transportation and
surgery.
accommodation in Wroclaw;
The clinic offers to its patients a wide
variety of surgery procedures, the
most popular concern breast
augmentation (plastic surgery) and
stomach reduction (bariatric surgery).

Advantages and
Innovations
This privately owned
medical clinic is a
professional institution
which in comparison with
other similar clinics
(offering procedures only
to medical tourists) offers
other services to general
public, which significantly
increases its credibility as
a long-term cooperation
partner.
The clinic apart from
medical tourism is also
engaged into rehabilitation
of athletes, general
surgery as well as general
diagnostics i.e. oncology

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

8.

Summary
Title
Polish sewing
contractor offers
professionale
sewing services as
a subcontractor

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

A Polish company with BOPL201502 Polish sewing contractor offers the
20 years of experience 02002
following services:
and 100 employees is
active in the
- hospital clothing,
professional sewing
- night gowns, pyjamas, bed cover
sector.
sets,
- aprons, pinafores,
The company is active
- textile and knitted fabric covers for
in all types of sewing
mattresses,
services such as
- ties and vests (for hotels),
women’s apparel,
- women’s blouses,
hospital clothing,
- blazers and jackets,
pinafores, aprons, ties,
- trousers,
bed covers.
- even smart, cocktail dresses
The company seeks
new international
clients for long term
subcontracting
cooperation.

The company’s capacity:

Advantages and
Innovations

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

The company offers the
following advantages:
International experience
(most of my company’s
products are made for the
German market)
Possibility to make small
runs
Modernized machines
park
Computerized design
department

- textile production: from the design, Skilled and motivated
through the first model, sizing of the employees
model, preparing a computerised form
as a stencil or on a cardboard, cutting, Work ethic
sewing, finishing the production
(buttons, ironing, sequining, etc.) to
the ultimate packing of the product,
- the service of cutting from the
commissioned textile,
- the service of sewing,
- the service of making forms and
sizing of the forms,
- the service of stencil or cardboard
form printing.
The company’s capacity in items:

9.

Summary
Title
Polish
manufacturer of
smart home multi
sensors seeks
distribution
partners.

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

A Polish company
BOPL201407 A Polish SME is a manufacturer of a
active in the smart
16002
novel multi sensor for smart homes,
home and building
building management systems and
management systems
hotel managament solutions.
(bms) has developed a
novel multi sensor. The
The sensor measures temperature,
sensor measures
humidity, motion/occupancy and light.
temperature, humidity,
motion/occupancy and
Areas of application:
light.The company
- apartments, houses
seeks distribution
- hotels, office buildings
partners among
- industrial facilities
companies that
provide solutions for
Smart design and innovative
smart home and
technology make it one of the most
building automation
versatile devices of this type.
markets.
Basic features of the multi sensor:
- built-in temperature server for
additional Dallas DS18B20 sensors
- adding external sensors on 1-Wire
bus at any time
- proprietary Real Time Operating
System (RTOS)
- communication via MODBUS RTU
protocol
- „snap-in” mounting type compatible
with Legrand® Mosaic 45x45 system
- small dimensions, aesthetic
appearance
- installation in standard junction box
See attached photo for details.

Advantages and
Innovations
All in one measurement of
4 parameters:
- temperature
- humidity
- motion/occupancy
- light

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

10.

Summary
Title
Testing and
calibration services
in highly equipped
laboroatory in
Lower Silesia

11.

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

Polish producer of
electrical
temperature
sensors seeks
international
distributors

12.

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

A Polish SME from the BOPL201406 Polish SME from Lower Silesia is a
Lower Silesia region, 09001
producer of electrical temperature
producer of electrical
sensors. The company is one of the
temperature sensors
major producers in the field of
seeks international
temperature measurement
distributors. The
technology, i.e. thermocouples,
company specializes in
resistance thermometers, special
thermocouples,
temperature sensors, cable sensors.
resistance
Its product range concerns various
thermometers, special
models of standard thermal sensors,
temperature sensors
including all types of accessories, to
as well as cable
individual tailor- made products, all of
sensors.
which meet the most diverse technical
requirements. The company delivers
highest quality products. Preferred
(potential) business partners should
be interested in becoming
international (EU) distributors.

Summary
Title
Metal working
company from
Lower Silesia
region in Poland
offers its capacities
for subcontracting.

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

A medium sized Polish 20130305012 A medium sized Polish company from -on time processing of
company from Lower BO
Lower Silesia region, manufacturer of orders
Silesia region,
high-quality measuring instruments for -on time delivery,
manufacturer of highpower generation and
-high quality well equipped
quality measuring
telecommunications sectors offers the world class laboratory
instruments for power
testing and calibration services in its -very strong market
generation and
high quality world class laboratory.
position
telecommunications
The company looks for customers
-delivery of specific
sectors offers the
interested in regular testing and
projects
testing and calibration
calibration of their technological
-responsiveness to clients
services in its high
products. Through the use of its
needs,
quality world class
laboratory services the service and
-good experience in
laboratory.
outsourcing agreements can be
cooperation on
The company looks for
offered as well as subcontracting for international scale.
companies interested
certain testing activities.
in regular testing and
calibration of their
The Testing and Calibration
technological products
Laboratory offers verification and
(service and
calibration certificates for the
outsourcing agreement
instruments used for the following
and subcontracting of
measurments:
testing activities)
-insulation resistance meters,
-resistance meters,
-fault loop meters,
-RCD (residual current device)
meters,
-low resistance meters,
-Power Quality Analyzers,
-Portable Appliance Testers (PATs)
-multifunctional meters with functional
range covering the above-mentioned
instruments,
-voltmeters, ammeters, multimeters
(analogue and digital),

Summary
Title

Advantages and
Innovations

Summary

Advantages and
Innovations

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

The SME is an
experienced producer of
electrical temperature
sensors, capable to deliver
large amounts of products
according to quality
standards. The company
has extensive experience,
based on cooperation with
many partners and
development of effective
and efficient solutions for
many individual
applications.

Details
Reference

Description

Advantages and
Innovations

A Polish metal working BOPL201406 Polish metal working company from At the company’s disposal
company from Lower 09002
Lower Silesia (region close to the
there are various types of
Silesia (region close to
German and the Czech border) has
metal working machines
the German and the
an experience in the area of metal
for processes like: milling,
Czech border) would
processing, especially in the
drilling, grinding, and
like to offer its services
production of elements for hydraulics. sawing. The company can
as a subcontractor.
With its extensive machine park the
provide short-productionThe SME has
company can manufacture products line elements.
experience in the area
on individual requirement. All
of metal processing,
elements produced by the company
especially in the
are made of high quality materials and
production of elements
therefore possess excellent
for hydraulics.
exploitation properties. The company
has been providing services in the
area of metal processing since 1995.
The company would like to offer its
services as a subcontractor.

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

13.

Summary
Title
A small Polish
manufacturer of
wooden staircases
and doors seeks
trade intermediary
services.

14.

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

Manufacturing of
buses and cars
bodies

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

A small Polish
BOPL201407 A small Polish manufacturer of
manufacturer of
22004
wooden staircases and doors seeks
wooden staircases and
trade intermediary services.
doors seeks trade
intermediary services.
The company has a 300 squared
meter facility equipped with modern
The company is on the
machinery for wood production.
market since 1998 and
hires 5 qualified
The company specializes in stairs,
workers.
doors and custom furniture made from
solid wood.
The company seeks
agents and
Some examples of work have been
represenatatives on
attached as pictures.
the German market
where it can deliver
The company wants to expand their
very competitive
business to the German market and is
products in the range
looking for an agent to sell thier
of wooden stairs and
products to the final customer.
doors.

Summary
Title

Advantages and
Innovations

Details

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought
Polish company
20130404018 Polish company manufactures
The company has a lot of The company is
specialized in
BO
fabricated metal parts (aluminum,
experience in the
looking for partners for
manufacturing of bus's
carbon and stainless steel). The
production of aluminium
who may produce or
and car's bodies (metal
products are manufactured for the
and steel parts.
provide its services.
elements) is looking for
automotive industry and for the
Possesses a machine
international
customers from other metal branches. park which allows the
cooperation. The firm
The company focuses on the
production of complex
is offering itself as a
production of elements for the public elements. The technical
subcontractor and is
and tourist transportation. The
capabilities include: TIG
searching for
company operates basing on
and MIG welding, laser
reciprocal production.
customer's and own design
cutting (plasma cutting in
documentation. The technological
co-operation ), turning,
department develops the design from milling, bending, rolling,
initial phase of the product to its
extrusion, pumping,
finished condition. The company is
grinding. The enterprise
looking for a reciprocal production and has press brakes and own
outsourcing activities. In the frame of powder coating facility.
cooperation the firm offers its
Additionally the company
production capacities of abovehas experience in the
mentioned items for interested in
gluing of painted and
cooperation companies.
unpainted aluminum
components.
The company has got
integrated Quality
Management System
according to standards PNEN ISO 9001 and PN ISO
14001.
By the quality policy has
gained recognition among
many customers. The
Company has obtained
the confidence among
others of companies such
Summary

Reference

Description

Advantages and
Innovations

15.

Summary
Title
PVC doors and
windows producer
looking for
distributors

16.

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

Polish company,
BOPL201406 Polish company, producer of PVC
producer of PVC
30003
windows and doors is looking for
(Polyvinyl Chloride)
distributors in EU countries. The
windows and doors is
company uses 5- and 6-chamber
looking for distributors
profiles characterized by high static
in EU countries.
and thermo-insulating parameters,
Company is offering
ensuring the functionality and security
the products of the
of an end-product. Moreover, the
highest quality,
windows are made with the best glass
carefully designed for
available on the market, meeting even
their functionality,
the strictest engineering standards. As
security and costa standard, company’s products are
effective use.
equipped with heat-insulating
windowpanes with a thermal
coefficient U=1.0 W/m2K.
With a stable positon on a Polish
market, the company is now ready to
sell its products abroad and is looking
for the experienced partners to
distribute the company offer in EU
countries.

Summary

Advantages and
Innovations
• Shapes: the company
produces windows in
many shapes rectangular, arched,
round, triangular and even
the trapezoidal
• Protection: the offer
includes acoustic windows
(noise protection) and
thermo-acoustic (noise
protection with excellent
insulation performance)
• Functionality: offered
windows have an
exceptional advantage in
the market: a unique
mechanism securing the
window sash from falling
out (handle lock) and
ensuring smooth window
shutting (sash lift)
• Experience: due to the
years of experience and
hard work the company
has gained a reputation of
reliable and solid partner
both to individual clients
and institutions
• Competitive price level

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought
Reliable and solvent
business partner,
experienced in
windows/doors sales.

Details

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought
Polish company
Polish company
BOPL201409 Polish company operating in the field The company guarantees The ideal expected
operating in the
operating in the field of 05001
of industrial automation offers joint
high quality, meeting
partner: the
field of industrial
industrial automation
venture cooperation or sale of a part deadlines, and competitive automation branch
automation offers offers joint venture
of the company. The company
prices. Additional
company interested in
joint venture
cooperation in order to
specializes in the designing of
advantages:
joint venture or in
cooperation or sale expand its capacity
automation and telemetry systems,
* over 40 years'
establishing a new
of part of the
and reach foreign
creating algorithms and software. The experience of the
business with wider
company
markets. The company
enterprise also offers the
engineers working in the possibilities of action.
specializes in the
complementation of supplies and
company
design of automation
prefabrication of materials,
* high professionalism
and telemetry systems,
assembling, start-up and monitoring * quality of work
creating algorithms
the implementation of control,
performed.
and software. The
adjustment and visualization systems,
option to acquire a part
as well as training of the technical
of the company and
staff and users service. Also the
change its
service of automation systems is
management system is
offered by the company.
available.
Implementations made so far by the
company comprise automation
systems in the following fields:
* power industry (industrial and
municipal heat-generating plants and
thermal-electric power plants),
* public utilities and environmental
protection facilities (water treatment
plants, waste-water treatment plants,
neutralizers of liquid industrial
wastes),
* food industry (sugar factories, cold
stores),
• paper industry,
• wood-based panel production
industry,
Title

Summary

Reference

Description

Advantages and
Innovations

17.

Summary
Title
Advanced solar
system controller
for intelligent
building or smart
home. International
distributors and
solar system
integrators are
sought.

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

Advantages and
Innovations

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

A Polish SME active in BOPL201307 A Polish SME active in the field of
Marketing support
the field of "intelligent 03003
"intelligent building" solutions has
building" solutions has
developed an advanced solar system Technical support
developed an
controller.
advanced solar system
Good product for growing
controller.
The controller allows the optimization market:
of the work of solar panels connected The controller has a very
The company seeks
to the house system.
user friendly interface
international
equipped with a liquiddistributors and
The controller has a very user friendly crystal display and touch
integrators who supply
interface equipped with a liquid-crystal sensitive buttons. The
the solar system
display and touch sensitive buttons. controller is easy to install,
market.
The controller is easy to install, it
it provides step by step
provides step by step instructions and instructions and choice of
choice of various solar systems.
various solar systems.
The main characteristics of the
controller:
- removable control panel
- liquid-crystal display
- touch sensitive
- fuzzy logic artificial intelligence
algorithms
- wireless - easy expansion
- zone heating capability
- intelligent home system integration
- digital temperature sensors
Photo attached.
Full specification and flyer available
upon request.
The company seeks international

18.

Summary
Title
A Polish company
specialised in
production of steel
structures and
welding looks for
contractors all over
the world

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

A Polish production
BOPL201402 A Polish production company from
company specializes in 09001
Lower Silesia region specializes in
processing of steel,
processing of steel, stainless steel,
stainless steel, teflon,
teflon, titanium, duplex and plastics.
titanium, duplex and
The company produces various steel
plastics. It produces
structures and welding, such as: small
various steel structures
wind plants and turbines (especially
and welding.
for households), band sawing,
presses for car crashing and hydraulic
The company is
shears.
looking for contractors
all over the world to
Besides this regular range of
sign manufacturing or
products, the company is able and
subcontracting
ready to produce ready-to-use
agreements.
machinery according to clients’ needs
and expectations (based on clients'
order and drawings).
The company possess well equipped
production plant. Majority of its
products are destined for export.
The company is looking for
contractors all over the world to sign
manufacturing or subcontracting
agreements.

Advantages and
Innovations
- On time delivery,
- Delivery of even very
specific machinery based
on the clients’ requests
and needs
- Experience in
cooperation on
international scale

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

19.

Summary
Title
High quality handmade wooden
stairs and tiles
produced by
professionals

20.

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

A Polish company
is looking for
distributors of
laboratory and
research
equipment for
analytical sample
preparation

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

A small Polish
BOPL201307 A small Polish company from Lower -Strong well-known brand
company from Lower 22002
Silesia Region produces and sells
and very high quality
Silesia region
various types of wooden stairs and
products
produces and sells
floors (tiles). The products of the
-Interesting margins can
various types of
Company are of very high quality,
be achieved
wooden stairs and
hand-made. The type of wood used
-Brake-even point can be
floors (tiles) of very
for production depends on the Clients’ achieved already after 3
high quality, handneeds. The stairs and floors are
months
made. The company is
produced according to individual
-Support in preparation
looking for the trade
projects based on designs supplied by and setting up of the point
intermediaries
the potential Clients but also solutions of sale, show rooms
(distributors or agents)
can be proposed by the Company.
-Timely processing of
in Europe and also in
orders
Russia, Ukraine,
The company is looking for the trade -Responsiveness to
Switzerland and China.
Intermediaries (distributors or agents) clients’ needs,
Franchising and joint
in Europe but also in Russia, Ukraine, -Experience in cooperation
ventures are also an
Switzerland and China. Franchising
with foreign partners.
interesting options for
and Joint Ventures are also an
-Long time experience of
the company.
interesting options for the Company. the owner in the flooring
and stairs business
The tiles and stairs can be produced
from all types of wood available.
Special features of the tiles:
- Up to 9 meters long
- Up to 35 cm wide
- Mix tiles possible (with different
length and width)
- Patented system of tiles installation
with floor heating
- Transport and installation can be
offered.

Summary
Title

Advantages and
Innovations

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

A Polish manufacturer BOPL201402 The Polish manufacturer of laboratory
of laboratory and
11001
and scientific electronic equipment
scientific electronic
(especially microwave reactors) for
equipment is looking
analytical chemistry, pharmacy and
for distributors of
medicine is seeking for a company
laboratory and
experienced in the reselling, installing
research grade
and servicing analytical and chemical
equipment for
equipment for final customers such as
analytical sample
chemical and pharmaceutical
preparation and
laboratories, as well as university
microwave enhanced
laboratories aimed at application of
synthesis of organic
microwaves in chemical processes.
and inorganic
The company is looking for business
compounds, including
partners especially in Eastern Europe.
engineering of
The solutions are ready for licensing.
pharmaceutics and
nanomaterials. The
solutions are ready for
licensing

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought
The microwave reactors
The ideal partner is a
are built modular. A single European supplier
reactor can work
from the field of
separately or in a group
analytical and
controlled from a PC
chemical equipment.
controller. Each of the
instruments in a group
may proceed with different
sample and deliver for
each sample the record
plots of pressure and
temperature as well as
power reflected vs. time.
Advantages and
Innovations

21.

Summary
Title
One of the largest
companies in
Poland involved in
the sale of
bituminous
coatings is offering
high quality
products.

22.

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

Polish metal
working company
specialising in
processing of
sheet metal offers
their services.

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

Polish SME is involved BOPL201408 A company from Poland (Lower
The company offers
in the sale of
11003
Silesia) is one of regional leaders and comprehensive services to
bituminous coatings,
one of the largest companies in
large and small
mainly torch-on
Poland involved in the sale of
businesses.
membranes.
bituminous coatings, mainly torch-on
membranes.
The SME's employees
The company offers a
The SME offers a very wide range of have many years of
high quality products
products starting with the oxidized
experience, high
and is looking for
roofing papers with minimum
knowledge of the market
various partners such
thicknesses of 2-3 mm. to products of needs and requirements of
as purchasing groups,
3-6 mm fully modified with mixtures of the construction industry.
retail chains,
synthetic rubber.
distributors and
The company deals with
contractors in the
They also sell a lot of specialised
small projects, as well as
construction industry.
products such as mechanical
with large and responsible
Types of partnership
fasteners that meet the requirements ones.
considered: distribution
for fire resistance, products for
services,
renovation of old roofings, heavy
For the comprehensive
manufacturing.
insulations of foundations and
service of customers, the
foundation walls as well as modern
company has expanded
Target countries:
systems of green roofs.
the offer of a range of
Austria, Belgium,
In cooperation with the best
accessories necessary for
Germany, Czech Rep.,
manufacturers, the company is able to finishing roof works.
Denmark, Netherlands,
create a competitive product that
Norway, Slovakia,
exactly meets the needs of any
The company is very
Sweden.
particular investor and fulfills
flexible when it comes to
designated technical parameters, ie. fulfilling customers' needs.
thickness of the insert, the degree of They offer a very wide
modification, the length of the rollers range of products,
etc ... as a 'private label'.
including preparing some
of them exclusively, as a
The company offers a high quality
private label.
products and is looking for various
partners such as purchasing groups,

Summary
Title

Advantages and
Innovations

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

Advantages and
Innovations

Polish company, a
BOPL201407 Polish company is a leading national The company has modern
leading national
21002
manufacturer of sheet metal products. machinery, such as:
manufacturer of sheet
It's a stock company, with shares
metal products, would
available on the Polish stock
- Laser cutter (dimensions
like to offer its services
exchange.
1500x3000mm, steel
as a subcontractor /
sheets up to a maximum
outsourcer to
The main area of activity of the
thickness of 12mm,
companies from
enterprise is the production of
stainless steel sheets max
Germany, Austria and
chimney systems made of stainless
6mm)
Switzerland.
and normal steel. An important
- CNC punching machine
supplement to the main profile is
(dimensions
The SME has Germancooperation with external clients in the 1250x2500mm, steel
speaking employees
field of production made of stainless sheets up to 3mm
responsible for the
steel sheets.
thickness, and stainless
contact with German
steel sheets up to 2mm
language countries.
Subcontracting/outsourcing offer is
max)
addressed to companies looking for - Press brakes - bending
suppliers of components for
length 2500mm
manufactured products (currently the - guillotines - cutting length
SME manufactures products such as 2000mm, material
enclosures for industrial printers,
thickness 0.5-2mm
enclosures for central control and
- Hydraulic and pneumatic
alarm systems, components for
presses
welding machines, gas cookers,
- Laser engraving machineelectrical equipment, gas boxes etc.). type YAG (neodymiumdoped yttrium aluminium
The SME works with commercial
garnet)
partners for whom produces finished - Manual and automatic
items (soap dispensers, toilet paper, welding machines
garbage bins, and sanitary equipment - High temperature
to the premises of social and public
bonding
facilities).
For companies from construction
sector, the SME produces finishing

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

23.

Summary
Title

24.

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

Advantages and
Innovations

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought

Polish company
A Polish company
BOPL201407 A Polish company has been operating - Three series of products producing lightning produces lightning
01001
on the market for 30 years. It
varied prices.
protection solutions protection solutions,
produces lightning protection
- Corrosion warranty to 6
is looking for
masts and earth
solutions, earth electrodes, hot-dip
years.
distributors and
electrodes. The
galvanized, copper, brass, aluminium - Assistance in the design
sales
company is looking for
and stainless steel elements. They
of installations.
representatives in distributors and sales
also produce lightning rods, folding
- Production of nonGermany, Hungary, representatives in
grounding masts, insulated
standard parts on special
Czech Republic
Germany, Hungary,
conductors, straighteners and network order.
and Slovakia
Czech Republic and
equipment.
- Photovoltaic farm
Slovakia.
The company is looking for
protection systems.
The Polish company
distributors and sales representatives - Own galvanizing.
wants to sign a
in Germany, Hungary, Czech Republic - Own laboratory.
commercial agency
and Slovakia.
agreement or a
distribution services
The Polish company wants to sign
agreement.
Commercial Agency Agreement
and/or Distribution Services
Agreement.

Summary
Title
Investor in frame of
joint venture
needed in the
sector of
environmental
chemistry /
recycling

Summary

Details
Reference

Description

Advantages and
Innovations

A Polish company from BOPL201307 A Polish company from Lower Silesia Authors solutions proven
Lower Silesia active in 16002
active in processing of polyolefin is
by patents and secret
processing of
looking for a partner for joint venture, know-how related to the
polyolefin is looking for
involving processing of plastic waste recovery of materials,
a partner for joint
(non-metallizing and metallizing).
results with obtaining
venture, involving
useful (and precious)
processing of plastic
The company is looking for a partner materials, opposed to
waste (non-metallizing
who will financially contribute in
currently used and popular
and metallizing). Polish
construction of a new plant, based on practices of incineration
SME has long-term
own patents and know-how.
and landfill disposing.
experience in
ie.products of this process
mentioned area, is the
The company owns 3 patents:
might concern polymer
owner of patents
- Technology for catalytic cracking of waxes, which demand for
covering the full
polyolefin (plastic) waste,
(globaly) is approximately
process offered to
- Technology for waste processing
4.4 million tonnes per
future collaborator.
(metalized polyolefin film),
annum, with projected
Expected form of
- Efficient technology for eco-fuel
growth rate of 2% per year
cooperation:
production,
during 2013 - 2020
establishing of a new
which together gives complementary according to experts, In
company, with
technology line, available as different parallel with the process of
contribution of
technology offers.
recovery of the polymer
intellectual property
fraction, the company has
owned by the Polish
The Company also has a lease
also experience in
partner.
agreement for the property in direction recovery of metals used in
of industrial use, (area 1.53 ha) with the sputtering process.
the right location for conducting
Worth emphasising is that
chemical production.
recovery of (precious)
Local authorities issued proper
metals used in the
decisions to allow such an activity.
sputtering process is so
The property contains a hall with an far, not used and is a
area of 300 sq. m. and has all the
secret know-how of the
necessary media to carry out the
offering company.
production.

Technical
Specification or
Expertise Sought
This technology
concerns the
processing of plastic
waste (non-metallizing
and metallizing) along
with extraction of
precious metals and
elements used during
the production of
various plastic
components.
Technology requires
specific installation
and secret know-how
and international
patents which are
owned by the offering
SME

